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영어  점수
1. The movie industry is on the verge of a major transition to 

a new way of doing business through digital broadcasting of 

films

① area      ② side   ③ brink     ④line 

2. The first condition that a student can be successful in this 

apathetic world is that he should be sedulous 

① assiduous      ② pendulous ③ deciduous     ④ specious 

3. The rabbit regained consciousness during an experimental  

surgery due to the inadequate amount of______ being 

administered 

① euthanasia ② anesthetic ③ euphoria ④ moisture 

4. Most nations agreed with the proposal to cut down on 

pollution. However, some participants wondered about the      

     of such a proposal. (모닝에디션2 13p)

① conjecture   ② curtailment ③ viability ④ reservation 

5. 

① allmost totally   ② remains to be seen  ③ as better as ④ 

6.  댐의 물높이 

① A dam stops the flow of water, creating a reservoir and 

raising the level of water. 

② Hardly had I got into the building when it began to rain.

③ Business has never been as better as it is now.

④ After the accident, the policeman took the names of the 

people involved.

7. Although Julia Adams  was almost totally deaf in one ear 

                                  ①

and had weak hearing in another, she overcame the handicap 

          ②               ③

and became an internationally renowned pianist. 

                     ④

8.  대화의 흐름으로 보아 밑줄 친 부분에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 것

을 고르시오.

A : I'm trying to find the Columbia Hotel. Do you know where it 

is? 

B : The Columbia Hotel.... Not around here.         , anyway. 

A : It's supposed to be near Lake Park. 

B : What street? Do you know? 

A : No. All I know is it's close to Lake Park. 

B : I'm sorry. I can't help you.

① not only I know of ② not that  I know of

③ not until  I know of ④ unless  I know of 

9. 모든 사람은 날 때부터 자유롭고 동등한 존엄성과 권리를 가지

고 있다. 

(A) Any persons have had freedom equal dignity and right since 

they were born. 

(B) All people naturally have freedom, equal dignities and rights. 

(C) All men are by nature free, and have equal dignity and right. 

(D) Everyone is born freely, and has equal dignity and right.

   

10. 결혼식날 비오는건 별로 좋지 않다 는 내용   , However 어떤 

곳에서는 비오는걸 좋아한다는 대충그런..  

① However      ②              ③              ④   

11. 

The images in your dreams may present themselves in such a 

strange way that you have difficulty understanding their meaning. 

The people you dream about often seem to do impossible things 

or jump quickly from scene to scene. Nevertheless, it is 

import!!!ant to realize that dreams are not disorganized nonsense. 

They show your deepest concerns, even if you don't recognize 

them immediately. Perhaps you have a problem which you have 

chosen consciously not to think about. The problem is still there 

and may present itself to you in a dream. 

① wish-fulfillment mechanisms 

② expressions of a guilt complex 

③ irrelevant inspiration 

④ disorganized nonsense 

12. 다음 글의 성격으로 가장 적당한 것은 ? (모닝에디션 2, 4p)

Minnie, a longtime client at my beauty salon, was about to 

celebrate her 100th birthday and I had promised her 

complimentary hair services when she reached the century mark. 

I was delighted when she came in to collect her gift. As I 

prepared her permanent wave, we discussed the fact that she 

was exactly twice my age. Minnie was silent for a moment and 

then said, " There's only one thing that concerns me. Whatever 

will I do when you get too old to do my hair? " 

① tragic ② scientific 

③ instructive ④ humorous 

13.

The most common mistake made by amateur photographers is 

that they are not physically close enough to their subjects. This 

means that the center of interest - the subject - is just a spot, 

too small to have any impact. Even when it is big enough to be 

recognized, it usually carries little meaning. Viewers may think 

that a subject is small because it is supposed to be. When you 

look at other photographers’ work, pay attention to how they fill 

the frame. Everything in it should serve the message of the 

image. If you see things through your camera lens that distract 

from what you are trying to say, ________________. So when you 

photograph people, remember to get closer to them to exclude 

unwanted objects.
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① get rid of them          ② leave them as they are 

③ make them larger        ④ put them in focus 

※ 지문을 읽고 물음에 답하시오. [14-15]

When raw materials ran short in England, many Englishmen 

continued their glass business in the new World.  They moved to 

new Jersey where raw materials were abundant.  In particular, 

South Jersey had silica or fine white sand that was needed for 

making glass.  In addition, there was an ample supply of 

limestone, which was added to improve the glass.  however, 

initially the glass industry in the U. S did not develop due to a 

lack of technology and poor economic conditions. 

(a) Although several glasshouses were operated in the colonies, 

a German-born manufacturer named Caspar Wistar, in Salem 

County, new Jersey in 1739, set up the first successful 

glasshouse.  Production began with distinctive table and 

glassware.  By 1760, the company, known as Wistar Glass 

Works, was producing flasks, glass bottle, and spice jars. (b) 

Wistar's company was import!!!ant as the cradle of the American 

glass known today as South Jersey type. (c)That glass is the 

work of individual glassblowers using refined glass to make 

objects of their own design. (d) Wistar was also successful with 

applied glass and pattern molding.

14. According to the passage, why did glass workers in 

England move to the U.S.? 

① To pursue economic freedom             

② To seek better working conditions 

③ To improve glass-making technology      

④ To acquire materials for glass  

15. <지문> 관계없는 문장고르기 

(a), (b), (c), (d)   

16. 다음 글의 흐름상 어색한 문장을 고르시오. 

The commissioner of Major League Baseball is seriously 

considering eliminating as many as two failing franchises to 

improve the league's economic situation. (a) During a recent 

phone interview, he said that he hasn't made any decisions yet. 

(b) But rumors suggest that the team he is most concerned 

about is the Montreal Expos, which averaged by far the worst 

attendance in the league with 7,600 fans per game. (c) He 

hasn't ruled out moving teams either, which hasn't happened 

since 1972. (d) Also, the  expos expect annual revenues of just 

$20 million compared to the New York Yankees' $210 million. 

<17~18>

If robots ever come to enjoy a prominent place in the future, 

they may owe at least a small debt of gratitude to a 

"micro-mouse" named Moonlight Special. The micro-mouse is a 

robot rodent that can "feel" its way through a maze and 

memorize the correct path after two passes. On the third run 

through the maze, Moonlight Special can crawl from start to 

finish without bumping into a wall or making a wrong turn.

17. What can the micro-mouse do? 

① Memorize a maze.              

② Construct maze variations. 

③ Distinguish between two light.    

④ Remember one path out of two. 

18. What will the micro-mouse do after two runs through a 

maze? 

① Run rather than crawl.           ② Alter its course. 

③ Avoid turns and bumps.         ④ Perform without errors. 

19.  

① Better late than never.  

② All that glitters is not gold.   

③ Too much water drowned the miller 

④  

 

20.                       

In addition to improving your mental and emotional states, 

laughing has therapeutic

benefits for the body. One benefit of laughter is a boost to the 

A__________________. Laughing activates cells that fight infection, 

i ncluding those that attack cancer and tumors. An additional 

benefit of laughter is B______________. Laughing not only relaxes 

tense muscles, it also decreases the level of stress hormones 

that constrict blood vessels and elevate blood pressure. 

Laughter's third benefit is C____________. Laughting is an antidote 

to pain because it triggers the release of endorphins. Endorphins 

are the body's natural painkillers.

       A                      B                      C

①immune system stress reduction pain reduction

②stress reduction immune system pain reduction

③pain reduction stress reduction        immune system

④pain reduction immune system       stress reduction  


